MetFi NFT Collection

This is an overview of each NFT in the MetFi collection and their attributes.

#1 Shrimp - The Beginner
Earns 100% APY on your staked MFI tokens and opens ONE matrix in the MetFi Affiliate Program

#2 Crab - The Crawler
Earns 200% APY on your staked MFI tokens and opens TWO matrixes in the MetFi Affiliate Program

#3 Octopus - The Student
Earns 300% APY on your staked MFI tokens and opens THREE matrixes in the MetFi Affiliate Program

#4 Fish - The Graduate
Earns 400% APY on your staked MFI tokens and opens FOUR matrixes in the MetFi Affiliate Program

#5 Dolphin - The Freedom Seeker
Earns 500% APY on your staked MFI tokens and opens FIVE matrixes in the MetFi Affiliate Program

#6 Shark - The Hungry One
Earns 600% APY on your staked MFI tokens and opens SIX matrixes in the MetFi Affiliate Program

#7 Orca - The Powerful One
Earns 700% APY on your staked MFI tokens and opens SEVEN matrixes in the MetFi Affiliate Program

#8 Whale - The Mentor
Earns 800% APY on your staked MFI tokens and opens EIGHT matrixes in the MetFi Affiliate Program

#9 Whale Shark - The Gentle Giant
Earns 900% APY on your staked MFI tokens and opens NINE matrixes in the MetFi Affiliate Program

#10 Humpback - The Ultimate One
Earns 1000% APY on your staked MFI tokens and opens all TEN matrixes in the MetFi Affiliate Program